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The seminal work by Ramaswami (1968) comparing the advantages of allowing

international labor inflows with those of foreign investment elicited an

immediate response from Webb (1970). and subsequent elaborations by Bhagwati

(1979). Calvo and Wellisz (1983), Bhagwati and Srinivasan (1983), and Ruffin

(1984). This work served to confirm Ramaswami's suggestion that if

international factor markets are in operation, it is preferable for a

capital-rich country to admit foreign labor than to export some of its own

capital to foreign countries if such labor could be obtained at the low wage

rate prevailing abroad. The model developed in this literature was stripped

down to such bare elements as to be dubbed the "basic model" in Jones, Coelho,

and Easton (1986), an article which extended the reasoning employed by

Ramaswami to analyze optimal policy when an active country can control jointly

the international flows of labor and of capital.

Simple assumptions often lead to striking conclusions, and optimal policy

in the "basic model" was shown to involve subsidizing capital inflows from the

low-wage, high-rent country. Indeed, first-best policy on the part of the

active, capital-rich country was shown to involve almost a total "buy-out" of

the other country's factor supplies at their autarky wages and rentals. The

key assumptions of the basic model supporting such a strong result include:

Support for this research comes, in part, from Jones' NSF grant #
SES-8510697. Easton is grateful to the Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council of Canada, which provided a Sabbatical leave Fellowship.
Jones wish to thank the SFB 178 "Internationale Wirtscha-ftsbeziehungen" for
making possible the opportunity to present this paper at Konstanz, and to
thank the audience for useful comments.



(i) The active home country can obtain cheap labor abroad at low foreign

wage rates. The Ramaswami reasoning and the "buy-out" strategy break down if

foreign workers on net receive the high wages prevailing at home.

(ii) Technological knowledge and factor skills are the same in both

countries. Both Ruffin (1984). and Calvo and Wellisz (1983) remark on the

question of technological parity, but seem to disagree on the consequences of

allowing differences in technology.

(iii) All (both) factors are assumed to be internationally mobile. If

the dimensions of the model were to be extended to allow the existence of some

factor (say land) that was immobile, the complete "buy-out" strategy would

obviously be thwarted. But would there nonetheless be a tendency for the

active home country to attempt to obtain at least some quantities of those

factors that are internationally mobile, even if this entails subsidies to get

expensive factors to move? An analysis of this issue was presented by Jones

and Coelho (1985) in the context of a model with many commodities and (even

more numerous) factors. Kuhn and Wooton (1986). and Bond (1986) address this

issue in the more simple context in which only one commodity is produced (as

in the basic model), both labor and capital can flow between countries

(subject to taxation or encouraged by subsidies), but a third factor (land) is

immobile in each country.

In the present paper we investigate the fate of the Ramaswami type of

reasoning, which leads to a buy-out optimal strategy in the basic model, when

This argument is developed in Jones, Coelho and Easton (1986). See also
Bhagwati and Srinivasan (1983), and Ruffin (1984). The analysis of optimal
factor flows when labor exporting and importing countries enter into a wage
agreement that splits the wage gap is provided in Easton and Jones (1987).
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technologies differ or when a third non-mobile factor is introduced. As in

the basic model, international factor flows affect welfare in the active

country both by the changes they bring about in world output and by induced

changes in the "terms of trade", the factor prices paid to internationally

mobile labor and capital. If the terms of trade effect were absent, the

active home country would capture all the gains in world output. Our analysis

proceeds by considering separately a set of world-output contours in factor

space, and a set of terms-of-trade contours. A contract curve of maximal

points connects these two sets of contours, and the optimal point for the home

country is located on such a contract curve. This graphical device is

employed in section I to review the argument for the basic model, in section

II to investigate the case in which technology is inferior in the active home

country, and in section III to establish the sense in which the Ramaswami

reasoning is still in evidence even with immobile land.

I. The Basic Model and the Logic of the "Buy-Out Strategy

Adopting the notation of Jones, Coelho, and Easton, let x denote the

exports of capital from the home country and z the imports of labor from

abroad. Foreign workers on net receive w*. the wage rate prevailing in their

own country, although home producers must pay the higher wage (w) ruling at

home. The difference is paid as tax to the home country. Home capitalists

earn £* on each unit of capital shipped abroad, which is assumed to exceed the

home rate of return, r. Home taxes on capital exports capture the difference,

rte retain Ramaswami's assumption that the active country can hire foreign
labor at its (low) opportunity cost abroad.



and should foreign capital be solicited from abroad a subsidy would have to be

paid foreigners since foreign capital would only earn r at home.

With only one good produced and consumed, home income is given by

expression (1):

(1) Y = {wL+rK} + {r*x-w*z}.

The quantities of labor and capital actually employed at home are denoted by L

and K, and these exceed the bundle of factors owned at home by the flow

vector, (z.-x). Small changes in factor flows lead to basic expression (2)

for the change in home retained income:

(2) dY = {(r*-r)dx + (w-w*)dz) + {xdr* - zdw*}.

In deriving (2), use is made of the basic relationship whereby {Ldw + Kdr}

vanishes, since all factor returns are quoted in terms of the single output.

The first bracket refers to the world output gains (captured by the home

country as net tax revenue), while the second shows the net terms of trade

effects. Expression (2) is applicable in all the models considered in this

paper.

A set of world-output contours is illustrated in Figure 1. Both

countries produce the same commodity using the same constant-returns

3
A factor price frontier has slope, dr/dw, equal to the negative of the
labor/capital ratio used at home. The factor price frontier concept is
utilized in the analysis of Easton and Jones (1987).



technology, so that the locus of optimal world factor allocations is shown by

diagonal 00*. The key feature of these contours, which rise towards the ridge

00*. is that the slope always lies between the capital/labor ratios employed

in the two countries. This reflects the assumption that technology is

strictly convex in the sense captured by expressions (3) and Figure 2.

(w-w*)L* + (r-r*)K* > 0

(3)

(w-w*)L + (r-r*)K < 0

Each inequality states that the labor and capital bundle used in that country

earns a return that is smaller than it would make if the same input bundle

could obtain any other pair of factor rewards supported by the technology.

The frontier is bowed in towards the origin. And, in the limit, the slope of

the frontier at any point reflects the labor/capital proportions that support

that pair of factor returns. Inequalities (3) imply

K (w-w*) K*

L > (r*-r) > L*

for production points above the diagonal (where the home country is

capital-rich and thus r* exceeds r.).

(w-w*)
The slope of the contours in Figure 1 is , x. Turning to Figure 2.

ir*-r;
points W. and W. illustrate the factor returns in the two countries at point A

in Figure 1, and the slope of the chord joining W. and W. is the slope of the



contour at A in Figure 1. The chord connecting W R with W R in Figure 2 is

4
flatter, as is the constant-world-output contour at B in Figure 1.

These remarks support the following proposition: From any point off the

diagonal of the world production box (such as A) a movement towards either

origin must continually raise world output. Clearly a move from A

southeastwards towards the diagonal must raise world output since it involves

both labor and capital moving from low return to high return-areas. The move

from A to 0* also increases world output despite the fact that it entails the

home country receiving both labor and capital from abroad in a situation in

which capital earns less at home than it does abroad.

If the home country could hire a factor bundle from abroad without

worsening the prices it must pay to obtain those factors, it would clearly

gain by a "buy-out" strategy. Figure 3 illustrates the terms-of-trade

contours for the home country. The endowment point is A, and a move from A to

0* represents purchases of foreign factors at the returns earned in autarky.

Foreign factor prices are each undisturbed. A move from endowment point A to

point E reflects a pure outflow of capital from the home country to the

foreign country. At each step the move from A to E lowers the return, r*.

which previous capital located abroad (x) can earn. It thus represents a

worsening of the terms of trade. Similarly, a move from A to G reflects a

Note that the contours in Figure 1 hit the axes. Thus, if amount CO* of the
world's labor supply was left idle and the home country uses the remaining
labor supply and the entire supply of capital, its output could equal the
world's output at an allocation between countries shown by A with all labor
utilized. An isoquant passing through C would hit the diagonal at D. Ratio
0*D/00* would reflect the relative gain in world production in moving from A
to some allocation on the diagonal.



pure inflow of foreign labor; the more labor that comes in. the higher is the

wage that must be paid all foreign migrants. The terms of trade contours

describe a ruled surface with maximal height given by any point on ridge AO*,

and descending on either side, with linear ridges always pointing towards 0*.

Ramaswami argued that a policy of optimal labor inflow dominates a policy

of optimal capital outflow. Suppose AE in Figure 3 represents the optimal

outflow of capital, reflecting a balance between obtaining higher returns by

shipping capital abroad and preserving the returns earned by capital already

located abroad. A reallocation from E to G involves bringing AE amount of

capital back home along with AG units of foreign labor, which previously was

employed with AE units of capital abroad. As Ramaswami argued, this move

leaves factor prices unaltered and, by the convexity argument illustrated in

Figure 1, raises world output. Thus for the home country allocation G clearly

dominates E, and if a different pure-labor-inflow is better than G it must

perforce dominate E as well. Thus, the Ramaswami reasoning entails a

consideration of what a purchase of all mobile factors from abroad in the

proportions employed abroad does to world output and the terms of trade. It

was this reasoning which led to the "buy-out" argument in Jones, Coelho, and

Easton whereby a move from A almost to 0* optimized the returns to the home

country. And it is this reasoning which, in altered form, will still be

relevant in the extensions to the basic model which we now consider.

Optimal strategy requires some factor bundle left in the foreign country in
order to keep foreign factor prices at their autarky level. Note that
although points closer to 0* than G along ray EGO* (as seen in Figure 1) are
superior to Ramaswami-point G, the home country does even better buying at
autarky prices along AO*. The terms-of-trade surface has a "spike" at 0*, as
all contours merge there at different levels.
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II. Different Technologies

If the active home country possesses a technology that is superior to

that abroad, and can obtain capital and labor from abroad at factor prices

which reflect their inferior technology (assuming the quality of factors is

comparable between countries), a "buy-out" strategy is clearly appropriate.

It is the reverse ranking of technology that raises the interesting question:

can it pay the active home country to purchase a bundle of factors from a

region possessing a superior technology which supports a superior factor price

frontier?

Figure 4 illustrates the argument. If foreign technology is superior,

the diagonal no longer represents allocations that equalize wages and rents.

Assuming the difference in technology is not too large, wage rates could be

equalized between countries if a higher capital/labor ratio is adopted at home

than abroad; the w = w* locus above the diagonal in Figure 4 shows such

allocations. Similarly, if the labor/capital ratio adopted at home exceeds

that used abroad, rentals could be equated internationally; the r = r* locus

lies below the diagonal. World output contours, three of which are

illustrated, must be horizontal along the w = w* locus and vertical along the

r = r* locus. These contours rise with a move towards the home "0" origin,

reflecting superior foreign technology. The contours are negatively sloped in

the region in which home wages and rentals are each lower than the returns

which could be earned abroad.

The terms-of-trade contours in Figure 4 are the same form as in Figure 3,

a purchase of foreign factors in proportions found abroad would not disturb

their factor prices. These terms-of-trade loci are tangent to the



equal-world-output contours along the "c.c" contract curve. If the initial

endowment point should lie northwest of the contract curve, such as at point

A, the Ramaswami reasoning remains intact for a partial "buy-out" of foreign

factors. A move from A towards 0* entails a gain for the home country until

point B on the contract curve is reached. Thus despite inferior technology at

home, if factor endowments are sufficiently different, gains to the home

country accrue from obtaining factors from abroad (without worsening the terms

of trade along AO*). However, if endowment proportions do not differ

sufficiently (even with higher wages at home), such as at point A_l, the gains

from convexity are overshadowed by the difference in technical knowledge. A

flow of capital and of labor out of the home country (from A_̂  to B) would

raise home incomes, even though home labor would require a subsidy to migrate.

Along the contract curve a movement towards "0" entails raising world output

but harming the home country's terms of trade in the process. Although

optimal home strategy could easily involve a total "sell-out" of its factors,

nonetheless for some initial endowments (such as A ) , a partial "buy-out" is

still supported by a Ramaswami-type reasoning combining the convexity of

technology and the ability to obtain factors from abroad without worsening the

terms of trade.

III. Labor and Capital Mobility with Immobile Land

The preceding section's discussion of joint mobility of labor and capital

when technologies differ by some given, arbitrary, amount serves as a useful

introduction to a different extension of the basic model featured in the Kuhn

and Wooten and Bond papers. Retaining the assumption of the basic model that
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labor and capital are jointly traded, they further assume that production

requires a third factor, land, which is immobile between countries. Any

complete "buy-out" strategy on the part of the active, home country is ruled

out by assumption. The question remains whether there is any tendency for the

Ramaswami-type of reasoning to prevail and encourage at least a partial

"buy-out" of mobile labor and capital from abroad.

Kuhn and Wooten have usefully retained the basic model's world production

box diagram in this expanded setting. In Figure 5 let point F divide the

diagonal in the same proportion as home to foreign supplies of immobile land.

As in the basic model, technological parity between countries is assumed, so

that should the world's given supply of labor and capital be allocated in

precisely the same proportions as land (i.e. at point F), all factor prices

are equated. Whereas in the basic model full factor price equalization and

optimal world outputs result from any allocation along the diagonal, in the

present extension the immobility of land dictates a unique allocation of

capital and labor that leads to the world optimum.

Allowing a third productive factor introduces a variety of possibilities

for complementarity and substitutability not found in the two-factor basic

model. Kuhn and Wooten assume that the inflow of any factor must serve to

raise the marginal productivity of the other two factors, whereas Bond also

analyses the case in which such a factor inflow would serve to reduce not only
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its own return, but as well that of one of the other factors. Figure 5

illustrates a set of iso-world output contours, with a peak at free-trade

point, F. corresponding to the case considered by Kuhn and Wooton. Three

guiding loci are drawn through point F, each corresponding to capital and

labor allocations which, in conjunction with the given allocation of land,

keep the return to a particular factor equal in the two countries. These loci

are derived from more primitive loci for each country (not drawn) along which

the relevant factor price is kept at the same value as it attains at

free-trade point, F.

Consider the home country and the values of capital and labor that would

keep the wage rate constant, on the one hand, and the return to capital

constant, on the other. Both such loci are positively sloped since from F an

increase in L lowers the wage and raises the return to capital, requiring

increases in K to raise the wage and lower the return to capital to the values

at F. A movement from F radially out from the origin to, say, point G is

There is some ambiguity in the use of the terms "complements" and
"substitutes". Consider the present three-factor case. Bond follows the
usage found in Rader (1968), and Hicks (1947). and calls labor and capital
complements if an increase in the availability of labor raises capital's
marginal product. In an alternative formulation, capital and labor are
substitutes (instead of complements) if an increase in the wage rate causes
capital to be used more intensively per unit of output. Only if labor and
capital are highly substitutable in the latter sense will they be substitutes
in the Rader-Hicks-Bond terminology. As established in Jones, Neary, and

Ruane (1987), if E, denotes the percentage effect of a one percent increase in

factor i's return on the use of factor k (per given output level with all
factor prices other than w. held constant), capital and labor are substitutes

in the sense used by Bond only if ET exceeds E~ plus (6y/6~.)(E, -E~). (The G's

denote distributive shares). Since the latter term is assumed positive,
capital and labor are substitutes in this sense only if capital is much more
substitutable for labor than it is for land.
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equivalent, in its effect on wages and returns to capital, to a shrinking of

the supply of land for a given endowment of capital and labor. Such a

shrinkage of land would, by assumption, lower the"marginal productivity of

both labor and capital. Original values of w and r could be retained,

respectively, by a cut-back in the supply of labor (to restore the wage rate),

and of capital (to restore rentals). Thus, the positively sloped

constant-wage locus is steeper than ray OF, while that for constant returns to

capital is flatter. Comparable remarks can be made for foreign allocations of

capital and labor with reference to the foreign origin, 0*. The locus along

which w =w* is trapped between the locus w = w p and that of w* = w«, and
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7
similarly for the r = r* curve.

Two constant-world-output contours have been drawn in Figure 5. With

reference to the first bracketed term in equation (2), these contours are

horizontal when home and foreign wages are equal (so that a small relocation

of labor does not disturb world output), and vertical everywhere along the r

r* line. A third supporting locus through F has been drawn, along which the

returns to land in the two countries are equalized. This is, in the

Kuhn-Wooton case illustrated in Figure 5, negatively sloped. (For example,

7 - -
Figure 5 illustrates two general properties of constant w and r curves that

hold regardless of substitutability or complementarity relationships: (i) The

w and r curves have the same signed slope, positive if 9w/5K (equal to dv/dL)

is positive. (Otherwise the w and r curves are negatively sloped, as

described by Bond for the case of "substitutes"); (ii) The w curve is steeper

than the r curve. To see this, pick any two points on the three-dimensional

factor-price frontier-' (L.K.T) and L ,K ,T ). The convexity of technology

requires that

(wT-w)L + (rT-r)K + (st-s)T > 0

and

(wT-w)LT + (rT-r)KT + (sT-s)TT < 0,

where s denotes the return to land. Subtraction reveals the general inverse

correlation between physical factor abundance and factor returns:

(wT-w)(LT-L) + (rT-r)(KT-K) + (sT-s)(TT-T) < 0.

Now suppose the supply of land is given, so that T = T, and that the two

points selected lie on the same w curve so that w = w. Then (r -r)(K -K)
must be negative. This, plus proposition (i), suffices to establish

proposition (ii). For example, if the w curve is positively sloped and L

exceeds L, K must exceed K (by proposition (i)) and r must be less than r.

To raise r it would be necessary to lower K.
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for the home country an increase in K would raise land's marginal product,

requiring a decrease in L to lower JS to its initial value.) As we now

demonstrate, the slope of the equal-world-output contours along the s = s*

locus must lie between the capital/labor ratios in the two countries,

precisely as was the case anywhere along an equal-world-output contour in

Figure l's illustration of the basic model.

To establish this result we choose, more generally, any point in the

production box and consider the effect of relocating a small amount of capital

and labor from the foreign country to the home country precisely in the

proportions currently found abroad. That is, let dx equal -AK* and dz equal

XL* for some small X > 0. The effect of such a move on world output is

dY = (r*-r)dx + (w-w*)dz = X[(r-r*)K* + (w-w*)L*]
w

Convexity of the technology implies (4):

(4) {R} s {(w-w*)L* + (r-r*)K* + (s-s*)T*} > 0

so that the change in world output corresponding to a small absorption at home

of capital and labor from abroad in the proportions used there can be

rewritten as

(5) dYw = X[{R} - (s-s*)T*]
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In Figure 5 the curve Rr connects all the points for which dY is zero. That
I* . W

is, rays from 0* are tangent to equal-world-output loci along Rp, the

"Ramaswami curve". Along Rp the relative scarcity of land at home is

reflected in a value of land-rent, s. exceeding foreign s*. Given that

technology is identical between countries, a higher value for .s means

generally lower values for the returns to labor and capital at home. That is,

northeast of the s = s* locus it is as if the foreign country had a superior

"sub-technology" for inputs of capital and labor. As demonstrated in the

preceding section and in Figure 4, such a foreign superiority eventually

outweighs the "buy-out" strategy provided by the convexity of the technology
8

so that further moves towards 0* lower world output.

If there were no terms-of-trade considerations, the location of the R_

locus relative to the s=s* locus would reveal the relevance of the Ramaswami

argument to the case of fixed land supplies. If the supplies of land in the

two countries were such that land rents were roughly equalized, it would

always pay the home country to hire both labor and capital from abroad in the

proportions found there, but only up to the limit shown by the Rp locus.

There the gains from the convexity of the technology, which in the basic model

Q

Two forces are working together to guarantee that a movement from any point
on the s=s* locus towards 0* hits the Rp curve. As in the preceding section,

such a move brings the capital/labor ratio at home closer to its value abroad,
thus diminishing the factor-endowment difference relative to any given degree
of superiority in the foreign "sub-techno1ogy". Secondly, the degree of such
superiority monotonically increases as a move is made from the s=s* locus
towards 0* (foreign land rents fall and home land rents rise).
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called for almost a complete "buy-out", are just balanced by the greater

amounts that must be paid in the aggregate for capital and labor abroad due to

cheap foreign land.

Whereas in the basic model an absorption of foreign capital and labor in

proportion to their supplies can leave foreign factor prices unchanged, the

existence of immobile land in the present context invalidates such a

procedure. Of special importance is the effect of international factor

movements on the net terms of trade, as shown by the second bracketed term in

(2), {xdr* - zdw*}. Figure 6 illustrates a set of contours showing the

general terms-of-trade deterioration for the home country as it augments or

runs down its endowment bundle represented by point A. Retaining the

assumption underlying the illustration of the world output contours in Figure

5, namely that an increase in any factor raises the marginal product of the

other two factors, the terms-of-trade loci are somewhat similar in shape to

the world-output loci. In particular,

(i) When the terms-of-trade loci are locally horizontal or vertical,

labor and capital are flowing in the same directions. For example, when the

slope is zero,

3r* 3w*
X 3L* = Z 3L*'
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Since 9w*/3L* is negative and 9r*/5L* is assumed positive, x and z must have

9
opposite signs.

(ii) A movement from autarky point A directly towards the foreign

origin, 0*. must worsen the terms of trade (any movement linearly away from A

does that), and the terms-of-trade loci are negatively sloped along AO*.

(iii) The locus of factor flows such that a slight inflow of capital and

labor from the foreign country in the proportions found there does not affect

the net terms of trade (the R. curve) is negatively sloped. This is readily

seen by considering the net terms-of-trade effect of moving towards 0* from an

initial position of pure capital outflow (point E in Figure 6) and of moving

towards 0* from an initial position of pure labor inflow (point G in Figure

6). These effects are explicitly stated as (iv) and (v):

(iv) If the home country has some capital placed abroad but no

immigration, a small purchase of capital and labor services in the proportions

found abroad must, on net, improve the home country's terms of trade. From

point E in Figure 6 a small move towards 0* affects the foreign rate of return

to capital in the same way as would an increase in the foreign endowment of

land. By assumption this would raise r*. and thus improve the home country's

terms of trade. The constant net terms-of-trade contour at E is flatter than

a ray to 0*.

9
A locus of points through A at which the foreign wage rate is constant (the

w* locus) has slope equal to -(aw*/5L*)/(5w*/aK*). If this locus should

happen to be linear, the slope would be (-x/z) and, since 3w*/aK* equals
ar*/3L* by reciprocity, the constant terms-of-trade loci would all have zero

slope along the w* locus. If the r¥ locus were linear, it would, by similar

reasoning, be the locus along which constant terms-of-trade loci are vertical.

If the negatively-sioped s* locus is linear, it becomes the R. locus as
A A

well.
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(v) If the home country initially admits some foreign migrants but does

not allow international capital flows, a small purchase of foreign labor and

capital services in the proportions found abroad must worsen the net terms of

trade. From point G in Figure 6 a small move towards 0* would increase the

foreign wage just as would an increase in T*. Therefore, the contour at G is

steeper than a ray to 0*.

These latter remarks ((iv) and (v)) show how Ramaswami's original

comparison of a capital-export only policy with that of a labor-import-only

policy is moderated because each country possesses fixed land. An

expansionist proportional move from E, which in the basic model is encouraged

because the terms of trade do not change, is now accompanied by an improvement

in the terms of trade. However, the terms of trade start to deteriorate

before the labor-inflow-only point is reached, so there are limits placed on

the partial "buy-out" strategy. The R. curve in Figure 6 shows factor flow

combinations such that a small move towards 0* on net does not alter the terms

of trade. In the basic model such moves do not alter either the foreign wage

rate or the foreign rate of return to capital, for finite as well as

infinitessimal movements.

Figure 7 brings together the separate ingredients represented by the

world-output contours of Figure 5 and the terms-of-trade contours in Figure 6

and illustrates the special case in which at autarky point, A, the returns to

land happen to match in the two countries. The dashed contract curve, c.c,

connects points of tangency of the two sets of loci, and must run from

endowment point. A, to the free-mobility point, F. The optimum point, Q, must

lie on this curve.
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Figure 8 explicitly portrays home country real income along the contract

curve from A to F. It generalizes to the case of joint factor mobility the

phenomena familiar when only one factor is mobile: A country can gain by the

move from autarky to free trade, but can gain even more by controls on the

movement of factors.

In Figure 7 the contract curve must be bounded by the R. and Rp curves.

If at autarky land rentals are equal, then at the point (Q) of optimal factor

flows (and indeed anywhere on the contract curve) the Ramaswami reasoning is

revealed in the fact that land rents at home are driven up beyond their levels

abroad. In that sense there has been a "net" inflow of factors from abroad

even though, in the case illustrated in Figure 7, a capital outflow

accompanies the labor inflow.

Points A' and A" depict in Figure 7 two alternative endowment points,

each supporting new iso-terms-of-trade lpci (centered on A' and A"

respectively) and contract curves (the world-output-contours are invariant to

the change in capital and labor endowments, although the terms-of-trade loci

are not). Relative to endowment point, A', the free trade point, F, lies

northeast, as would the optimal point. That is, either at the optimum point

or the free mobility point both capital and labor would flow into the home

country, despite the fact that capital is relatively cheap at home in autarky.

The attraction of labor inflows is strong when wages are sufficiently higher

at home, and at A1 it would not take much of an inflow of labor to raise r

above r*. By contrast, at endowment point A" optimal factor flows (as well as

free-trade flows) could require an exodus of labor as well as capital despite

an initial high wage rate at home. Near the endowment point home wages are
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only slightly higher than foreign wages, and the pull of capital to the

foreign country (where the returns are much higher) would quickly negate the

wage differential.

Throughout this discussion we have only considered explicitly the case in

which any factor inflow raises the marginal productivity of the other two

factors. But the same diagrammatic device can be used for other cases. These

12
are discussed by Bond. The contract curve always lies between the R. locus

of points such that a small inflow of capital and labor in "buy-out"

proportions has no net influence on the terms of trade and the Rp locus of

points such that a small "buy-out" move leaves world output undisturbed.

An explicit solution for optimal factor flows is easily derived by
expressing dr* and dw* in (2) in terms of dx and dz, and then setting the
coefficients of dx and dz in (2) each equal to zero. This yields formal
solutions:

1 3w* 3w*
x = A { ( ) ( )

z = I^aK*^^

3w* 3r* 3w* 3r*

where A, the expression ii'g[^){.'g^) ~ (QK*O (aT*)) • m u s t b e positive by the

convexity of the technology. A negative value for x reflects positioning of
the optimal point near the r=r* locus in Figure 7, with the endowment point
southwest of the optimum, such as point A'.

ihe following remarks help guide the construction of the world-output (and,
by analogy, the terms-of-trade) loci: (i) If an inflow of labor lowers
capital's marginal product (and vice-versa), the r=r* and w=w* loci are
negatively sloped, trapping the s=s* locus between them; (ii) If 3w/3T is
negative (land and labor especially good substitutes), the w=w* curve is
positively sloped but flatter than ray F0*. the r=r* curve, also positively
sloped, is even flatter, and the s=s* is flatter yet (although still
positively sloped); (iii) If 3r/3T is negative, all three equal-factor-return
loci are positively sloped but steeper than FO*, with the s=s* curve the
steepest of the three (followed by the wage locus).
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IV Concluding Remarks

The original Ramaswami proposition entailed a bilateral superiority of a

policy of allowing one factor to flow into a country (in a controlled,

optimal, amount) as opposed to letting the cheap factor flow out. The two

central properties of the "basic" model supporting this proposition are the

convexity of a commonly-shared technology and the lack of disturbance to the

terms of trade of factor inflows that are proportional to the factor supplies

in use abroad. Going beyond the original bilateral proposition in order to

consider joint mobility of capital and labor, the Ramaswami logic supports

almost a complete "buy-out" of factors in the passive country by the active

country. In this paper we have asked how robust this property of the basic

model is to two alternative extensions whereby either technologies are not

shared in common or there exists a third factor, land, which is

internationally immobile, thus by assumption thwarting a complete "buy-out"

strategy.

If factors located abroad earn higher returns than they would at home

when used in the same proportions, because technology abroad is superior,

there is clearly an argument for allowing home factors to emigrate to earn

higher wages and rents. However, if factor endowment bundles in autarky are

sufficiently skewed and home wages are relatively high (with returns to

capital at home lower), it is possible that the Ramaswami-type reasoning based

on the convexity of technology could outweigh the superiority of the foreign

technology and support a partial "buy-out" of foreign factors (the move from A

to B in Figure 4). Such a procedure would, as in the basic model, leave

factor prices undisturbed abroad, although the optimal policy might call

instead for a net exodus of both factors from the home country.
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The case in which a factor such as land is immobile involves somewhat

similar elements in that even with technologies equivalent the net returns

available to mobile capital and labor as a group will be lower in the country

with high land rentals and thus, considering only the mobile factors, it is as

if technology differs between countries. But even more is involved: an inflow

of factors that is proportional to existing supplies in a country no longer

keeps that country's factor returns unaltered. These complexities encourage a

separation of the two elements that must be balanced when an active country

seeks the optimal combination of international factor flows, viz, the effect

of such flows on world output, on the one hand, and the net terms of trade for

factors, on the other. A diagrammatic device was introduced, whereby a

contract curve, containing the optimum point, was constructed. Such a

contract curve was shown to be trapped between two loci which reflect

properties in the original "basic" model. One of these was labelled the Rp

curve, factor allocations such that a small proportional inflow of factors

from abroad would not disturb world output. The other, the R. curve, collects

A

allocations such that a small proportional inflow of factors from abroad would

not disturb the "net" factor terms of trade (although wages and capital

rentals would not each remain unchanged).

Many combinations of optimal factor flows are possible in such a model,

and we did not pursue a full taxonomy of these results. Instead, we indicated

how a comparison of land rentals served as a proxy for a comparison of

"sub-technologies" for labor and capital. Thus, if at autarky rents on land

are comparable between countries, there always exists some joint inflow of

factors from abroad that raises world output. Furthermore, there would
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initially (from autarky) be no net deterioration in the terms of trade.

However, the optimal point would not entail a complete buy-out of labor and

capital from abroad. Indeed, at the optimum a small further proportional

inflow of foreign factors would still raise world output, but this gain would

be lost to the active home country in a net deterioration of its terms of

trade in factors.

If land rents are not comparable in autarky, the force of the convexity

argument must be matched against the consequent difference in the net returns

to capital and labor at home and abroad. Regardless of the initial

asymmetries in endowments of all three factors, our analysis of the joint

mobility of capital and labor has revealed how free mobility entails gains

over autarky, but some restrictive policies are nonetheless optimal for the

active country, so that it obtains better terms of trade than it would with

completely free mobility. This was also the message of the basic model. The

existence of fixed land moderates the "buy-out" strategy of the basic model

but nonetheless preserves some key elements of the Ramaswami logic.
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Figure 1: World Output Contours, Basic Model
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Figure 2: The Factor-Price Frontier



Figure 3: Terms of Trade Contours, Basic Model



Figure 4: Superior Foreign Technology



Figure 5: World Output Contours and the Ramaswami Curve:

Land Immobile



Figure 6: Terms of Trade Contours: Land Immobile



Figure 7: The Contract Curve and Optimal Factor Flows
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Figure 8:
The Optimum Point Along the Contract Curve


